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2 completely different books about bass fishing, a 2 in 1 combo! Book 1: The author of this guide

takes you through the steps and shows you the secrets of bass fishing. Catching a giant bass is a

nice accomplishment, and a fun thing to do (something you want to take a picture of and post it on

the internet). The pros have the experience. You have the desire to learn. Itâ€™s time to get

educated before you waste your precious time waiting for fish that wonâ€™t want to be caught.

Learn from the best. For example, you will learn:The right equipment to get started.Targeting, luring,

and figuring out the best location of the bass fish.Everything about fly-rodding, worms, skipping, and

drifting.Taking the weather and the area into account before you set out on a fishing trip.Special

techniques that will help you be more successful at catching bass.And much more!Book 2: Do you

live in North America? Are you eager to find those big bass fish and youâ€™re willing to travel for it?

Then get this guide full of tips and locations about where to find those beautiful fish. This guide will

give you new insights about several places, among others:The best spots in California, Texas, or

Florida to catch bass.Mexican and Canadian reports of bass being caught.Specific tips and tricks

about catching bass.Techniques and lures for the ones who want to master catching bass.And

much more!Curious yet? Then donâ€™t wait and start reading to catch more bass and take a picture

with one of those big boys when you succeed. Youâ€™ll thank me later.
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I found this book to be utterly useless and severely lacking in editing. For a book that offers advice

on fishing it's remarkable that the first 30+ pages offers NO advice (other than generalities like be

patient and you'll soon catch the big one). The author keeps emphasizing the importance of

understanding the habitat and eating patterns etc. but offers literally no clues on how to go about

doing that.Most of the advice reads like "throw your hook where the fish is". Really? You sure?The

advice on equipment is in nutshell (summarizing page after page of drivel) "no equipment is right for

everyone so just get something you like". That's real helpful advice right there.In addition the author

constantly encourages the reader to be "adaptive" and "be prepared and think outside the box". Ok,

thanks I'll do that.In addition, the book has apparently had no editing. For example, the (cryptic)

explanation of what a Carolina Rig is reads "very similar to a Texas rig". You find out what a Texas

rig is multiple pages later. Typos and elementary grammar errors are all over the place - like "fish

are move when they feed".The book also has no illustrations of technical details (other than pictures

of people with great looking fish - gursss they purchased another fishing guide).There are however

some real pearls of wisdom here. For example, the "glossary to bass fishing" offers a definition of

"adaptation" as "action that increases the ability to survive". As the author highlights fifteen times,

that a skill all bass fishermen need. As do readers of this book.

Your one stop shop for all the information you need about bass fishing. It has a unique style and lots

of amazing information we can all learn about bass fishing. I surely learned a lot of things and

regained some of the knowledge I forgotten over the years,

many useful tips, which are interesting at the same time! This easy to read guide provides the best

tips for bass fisherman.The guide is packed with tips and tricks for a decent bass fishing. Definitely

worth the purchase

I find this book bundle very informative and well suited to beginners. Handy reference for all those

who love bass fishing.



I love fishing and cooking them so, this book about how to catching bass and what to use or where

to find them. It is very informational about fishing bass. It sticks to the topic, doesn't waste yours at

all. To the point and up to the mark.Those who love fishing should consider this as a blessing for

beginners... Everything described in the book is easy to understand and easy to get along as the

writer described everything with a good selection of words.

I really enjoyed reading this book! I'm more of a trout fisherman myself so I thought I'd dive into a

little bass fishing. Couldn't hurt to buy a little knowledge before going out on the water. I'd

recommend "Bass Fishing" for anybody trying to get about catching largemouth bass

I love Bass fishing and this is the perfect guide for newbies as well as for guys who are doing it for

some time, this guide is really good to enhance and update their knowledge about Bass Fishing.

Must read. Recommended!!

I needed a quick reference for an upcoming family trip to the lake, and I found this to be a really

great guide to bass fishing. I appreciated that the information was presented in a clear, concise

manner. All the important points were covered without a lot of fluff or filler. I thought the info on the

differences between boat fishing and bank fishing was especially interesting. So now I get to

surprise my relatives with my new-found bass fishing knowledge! I can't wait!
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